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Abstract 

In present study, the Matlab software for a genetic algorithm was given. An example was demonstrated for 

easy use. 
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1 Introduction 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are stochastic and global search methods that mimic the metaphor of natural 

biological evolution (Wang and Cao, 2002; Feng and Zhang, 2004; Eberhart and Shi, 2007; Chipperfield et al., 

2014; Zhang, 2013a-b, 2016). They are essentially evolutionary algorithms and are categorized to methods of 

selforganizology (Zhang, 2016, 2022). GAs are substantially adaptive plans. In an adaptive plan, structures in 

a search space are selected and continuously modified by some rules according to the quality of their 

performance in the past (Zhang, 2016). In a GA, a set of structures is a population and each structure is a 

genotype/individual. Adaptive operators in GAs, i.e., genetic operations, include selection, crossover and 

mutation. GAs operate on a population using the principle of survival of the fittest, in order to produce better 

and better approximations to a solution (Feng and Zhang, 2004; Yadav et al., 2017a-c, 2018, 2019). Genetic 

operations are used in each generation to mimic natural adaptation. It leads to the evolution of individuals that 

are better suited to their environment than their parent individuals (Chipperfield et al., 2014; Zhang, 2016). 

GAs differ from conventional search and optimization methods. The most distinct differences between 

GAs and conventional methods include (Chipperfield et al., 2014; Zhang, 2016): (1) GAs search a population 

in parallel; (2) GAs do not require derivative information or other auxiliary knowledge, only the objective 

function and corresponding fitness values affect the directions of search; (3) GAs use probabilistic transition 

rules rather than deterministic ones, and (4) GAs work on an encoding of the parameter set, rather than the 

parameter set itself.  
   In this study, the Matlab software for a genetic algorithm was given. An example was demonstrated for 

easy use. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Genetic algorithm 

The procedures of the genetic algorithm (Zhang, 2016) used in this study are: 

(1) Initialize the population. A population is a set of multiple individuals. 

(2) Set up a crossover pool, and put some of the most adaptable individuals (i.e., the individuals with 

maximum fitness) in the population into the crossover pool. 

(3) Update and record the optimal individuals of the current generation in the crossover pool. 

(4) Selection. The individuals to be crossed are selected from the crossover pool. Individuals whose crossover 

will occur are randomly selected according to their fitness. Individuals with higher fitness have a greater 

chance of being selected, but individuals with relatively low fitness also have a chance of being selected. Use 

roulette selection method to make selection. In the roulette selection method, a roulette wheel is generated 

according to the individuals’ selection probabilities, wherein the size of each area of the roulette wheel is 

proportional to the individual’s selection probability. Then a random number is generated, and find which 

area of the roulette wheel it falls into, and the corresponding individual in that area is selected for crossover. 

Obviously, the individual with the higher selection probability are more likely to be selected and have a 

greater chance of obtaining crossover. From this, the proportion of each individual in the crossover pool is 

calculated. Subsequently, two individuals are drawn using random numbers. 

(5) Crossover. The two selected individuals are crossed. Here, the two-location intersection method is used: 

(a) Select two different locations arbitrarily, and exchange individual segments between the two locations. 

(b) Record conflict location subscripts before crossing. 

(c) Conflict locations are resolved after crossing. 

(6) Mutation. Set a small probability and two new individuals mutate at the probability. Here, the mutation is 

set to be simple segment inversion. 

(7) Calculate the fitness and put the new individual with better fitness into the crossover pool. Iterate in this 

way until the crossover pool reaches the maximum number of individuals in the population per generation. 

2.2 Matlab software 

The Matlab software of genetic algorithm here is for Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Suppose there is a 

traveling salesman who wants to visit n nodes. He must choose the path he wants to take. The limit of the path 

is that each node can only be visited once, and he must return to the original node. The path selection goal is to 

calculate the path distance to be the minimum value among all paths. The Matlab software codes for the 

genetic algorithm above are as follows (also find supplementary material): 
 

clear all; 

clc;   

Cross_Size=input('Input size of crossover pool (e.g., the number of individuals to be crossed. e.g., 30, etc.): '); 

iterMax=input('Input the number of maximum iterations (e.g., 500, 2000, 5000, etc.): '); 

datafile=input('Input the data file name (In the data file the first column is node IDs, the second and third columns are for x and y 

coordinates of the nodes): ','s'); 

datafull=load(datafile);  

data=datafull(:,2:3); 

Node_Number=size(data,1);                                  

pool=zeros(Cross_Size,Node_Number);        

CrossPool=[];                          

for i=1:Node_Number 

AdjMat(i,i)=0; 
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for j=1:Node_Number 

if (i~=j) 

AdjMat(i,j)=sqrt(sum((data(i,:)-data(j,:)).^2)); 

end 

end 

end 

for i=1:Cross_Size  

pool(i,:)=randperm(Node_Number);           

end 

Path_Best=pool(1,:);                             

len=zeros(Cross_Size,1);                   

fitness=zeros(Cross_Size,1);             

num=0; 

while (num<iterMax) 

for i=1:Cross_Size 

len(i,1)=AdjMat(pool(i,Node_Number),pool(i,1));     

for j=1:(Node_Number-1) 

len(i,1)=len(i,1)+AdjMat(pool(i,j),pool(i,j+1)); 

end 

end 

maxlen=max(len);  

minlen=min(len);   

path=find(len==minlen); 

Path_Best=pool(path(1,1),:); 

for i=1:length(len) 

fitness(i,1)=(1-((len(i,1)-minlen)/(maxlen-minlen+0.001))); 

end 

count=0; 

for i=1:Cross_Size 

if (fitness(i,1)>=rand) 

count=count+1; 

CrossPool(count,:)=pool(i,:); 

end 

end 

[Indiv_Count,l]=size(CrossPool);   

while (Indiv_Count<Cross_Size) 

Random_Num=randperm(count); 

a=CrossPool(Random_Num(1),:); 

b=CrossPool(Random_Num(2),:);         

w=ceil(Node_Number/10);        

p=unidrnd(Node_Number-w+1);    

for i=1:w 

x=find(a==b(p+i-1)); 

y=find(b==a(p+i-1)); 

temp=a(p+i-1); 
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a(p+i-1)=b(p+i-1); 

b(p+i-1)=temp; 

temp=a(x); 

a(x)=b(y); 

b(y)=temp; 

end         

p1=floor(1+Node_Number*rand()); 

p2=floor(1+Node_Number*rand()); 

while (p1==p2) 

p1=floor(1+Node_Number*rand()); 

p2=floor(1+Node_Number*rand()); 

end 

tmp=a(p1); 

a(p1)=a(p2); 

a(p2)=tmp; 

tmp=b(p1); 

b(p1)=b(p2); 

b(p2)=tmp; 

CrossPool=[CrossPool;a;b]; 

[Indiv_Count,l]=size(CrossPool); 

end 

if (Indiv_Count>Cross_Size) 

CrossPool=CrossPool(1:Cross_Size,:);         

end  

pool=CrossPool;                    

pool(1,:)=Path_Best;               

clear CrossPool; 

items=[Path_Best,Path_Best(1)];                 

scatter(data(Path_Best,1),data(Path_Best,2)) 

for i=1:length(Path_Best) 

text(data(Path_Best(i),1),data(Path_Best(i),2),num2str(items(i))) 

end     

hold on 

plot(data(items,1),data(items,2)) 

text(1500,1100,['Distance=',num2str(minlen)]); 

num=num+1;   

P_length(num)=minlen; 

end 

figure 

plot(P_length) 

disp('The best path is:');disp([Path_Best,Path_Best(1)]) 

disp(['The smallest distance:',num2str(minlen)]); 
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3 Example Demonstration 

Using the algorithm and software above, the following parameters of genetic algorithm are set in Matlab 

software: 

 

Input size of crossover pool (e.g., the number of individuals to be crossed. e.g., 30, etc.): 30 

Input the number of maximum iterations (e.g., 2000, 5000, etc.): 100 

Input the data file name (In the data file the first column is node IDs, the second and third columns are for x and y coordinates 

of the nodes): data.txt 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Results of genetic algorithm. 
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   The best path is (data are supplied in supplementary material):  

37->32->40->33->27->2->25->1->19->30->48->44->3->10->11->16->15->13->12->20->7->9->8->14->

6->26->41->35->36->17->39->38->5->4->23->21->31->43->42->34->29->50->49->47->45->46->22->24->

28->18->37.  

The smallest distance is calculated as 76201.0433. The iteration effects are indicated in Fig. 1. 
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